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Crystal Screening 
We are currently using the Simple Robotic Imager for finding small 
crystal of proteins, DNA, and their complexes. We have been able to 
increase the productivity and throughput of our ARI Crystal Gryphon 
robot by automatically looking for candidate conditions from hundreds 
of buffer conditions. This has the potential to reduce the fatigue and 
errors involved in manual selection these “hits”. We have successfully 
adapted the imager to use many ARI’s Intelliplates such as 96-2 and 
96-3  Low volume, 96-2 Low profile and 96-2 Shallow well. 
We will publish the design and make available the source codes for 
controlling the imager and for accumulating, and displaying the 
images. We are in the process of modifying the design to image other 
multi-well cell culture plates and colony counting in petri dishes.. 

Application 

• Finding crystallization conditions for bio-macromolecues like 
proteins, DNA, and their complexes involve searching hundreds of 
buffers, pH, and salt concentrations 

• Microliter quantities of mixtures of screening solutions and bio-
macromolecules need to be analyzed daily for several weeks 

• Primary “candidate” crystal can appear anytime from few days to 
few weeks after the initial set-up  

• Early “candidate” crystal tends to be small in size (10-20 μm3) 
• Crystals with sharp edges need to be distinguished from 

precipitates and “empty” wells 
• These “candidate crystals” appear at random positions and need to 

be recognized from hundreds of failures and precipitates 
• Systematic screening of many conditions for several days means 

capturing and sorting thousands of images of multi-wells for “hits” 
• Commercially available crystal set-up robots have increased the 

available space for producing  these “hits” 
• There are no low-cost robotic imagers to find these “hits”  
• Finding, sorting and ranking the “hits” are needed to optimize few 

crystals that are suitable for solving 3-dimensional structure using 
x-ray crystallography 

• Manual screening laborious, potentially error prone, and lacks a 
permanent record of the trial 

Motivation 

• Commercial products capable of automated imaging and storing 
pictures are really “fancy” microscopes that cost any where from 
$50,000 to $70,000 and feature proprietary hardware and software 

• Many structural biology labs still use microscopes and manually 
examine  and score for “hits” leading to waste of time and errors 

• Screening automation has expanded the search space more than 
an order of magnitude. Thus, imaging automation needs to catch 
up with increased throughput 

• Requirements for the automated imager are simple: ~150x 
magnification, cool-light source, storage for thousands of images, 
sorting algorithm and flexible design to suit many multi-well plates 

• If designed with simplicity and flexibility, an automated imager 
would allow for wide-spread use and high throughput thus reducing 
the time involved in manual and error-prone inspection 

Design features 
We built our simple robotic imager that is flexible in design, easy to 
assemble, makes use of low-cost components, with open-source 
software and hardware. Our design incorporates the following 
features: 
• 3-D printing (additive manufacturing) to make some parts 
• Low-cost USB digital microscope w/ cool LED source 
• Low cost Arduino microcontroller 
• GRBL, G-code compliant open-source motor driver 
• Open CV library for image acquisition and manipulation 
• Python libraries to control hardware and save images 
• Other open source software for image display and downstream 

analysis (in progress) 
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Growing crystals of bio-macromolecules suitable for solving the 3-
dimensional structure consist of finding a few conditions out of 
thousands on multi-well plates. This necessitates automated imaging, 
sorting, and scoring. Available commercial imagers are expensive 
and feature both proprietary hardware and software that are 
unsuitable for modifications. We built a simple robotic imager to 
accomplish these tasks while keeping the cost low, streamlining the  
design, and using open-source software and some 3-D printed 
hardware. Our design will allow many structural biology labs to build 
their own imager rather than depending upon a costly commercial 
product  available only in a Core Facility. The imager’s capabilities 
can easily be extended to many multi-well platforms and areas such 
as PCR and cell culture. 
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